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ᩓѣદ˺ᘺፗӕৢᛟଢ‒
Motor Operator Instruction Manual





࢟ࡸ‚Type‛: T2MC40B





ᧄᯏߪ㧘ㆤᢿེࠍ㆙ᣇࠃࠅ㔚േߢ㧘߹ߚߪᯏ
ࠃࠅᚻേߢᠲߔࠆⵝ⟎ߢߔޕ
This device allows remote the breaker ON / OFF
(RESET) and manual ON / OFF (RESET) / TRIP
operations.






ᧄᦠߪ㧘ߏ↪ߦߥࠆᣇߩ߅ᚻరߢᄢಾߦ▤ਅߐ⸥ߦᦠᧄޕタߩߥขᛒ
㧘߮⺋ߞߚขᛒߦࠃࠅ↢ߓࠆ៊ኂߦ㑐ߒߡ㧘ᑷ␠ߪ⽿છࠍ⽶߹ߖࠎޕ
Please retain this manual for future reference. The Manufacturer assumes no responsibility for
damages resulting from non-application or incorrect application of the instructions provided herein.



߅วࠊߖ㧔ᣣᧄ࿖ౝ㧕㧦

%QPVCEV7U


ߩ ޥᄢ㒋Ꮢᐔ㊁ട⟤᧲ 7-2-10 Kamihigashi, Hiranoku, Osaka
㔚  

547-0002, Japan
ࡈࠔ࠶ࠢࠬ   
TEL:81-6-6791-9323/ FAX:81-6-6791-9274
ࡎࡓࡍࠫ㧦http://www.terasaki.co.jp
Web Site: http://www.terasaki.co.jp
㧱ࡔ࡞㧦kiki-info@terasaki.co.jp
Email: int-sales@terasaki.co.jp
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දॖ‒ ‒

Caution

↪عߩᵈᗧOperation Precautions
㔚േᠲߩᵈᗧMotorized Operation Precautions
٨㔚േᠲⵝ⟎ߩ⠴㔚ߪ㧘ᓮ࿁〝৻ߣ┵ሶ=E?㑆ߢ AC1500V㧘1 ಽ㑆
ߢߔޕ㧔ᓮ㔚߇ DC24V ߩ႐วߪ㧘AC1000V㧘1 ಽ㑆㧕ㆊ㔚ߪ៊்ߩ
߅ߘࠇ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
The dielectric withstand voltage of the Motor Operator is 1500 VAC for one minute
between the control circuit group and terminal E. (For control voltage of 24 VDC, the
dielectric withstand voltage is 1000 VAC for one minute.) Overvoltage may result in
damage to the Device.
٨㔚േᠲⵝ⟎ߪㆤᢿེߦⵝߒߡ߆ࠄᠲߒߡਅߐޕ㔚േᠲⵝ⟎ߩ
ߺߢߩ➅ߒᠲߪ៊்ߩ߅ߘࠇ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
Avoid actuating the Motor Operator while not yet installed to the breaker. Repeated
actuations of the Operator alone could cause malfunction.
عὐᬌߩᵈᗧMaintainance Precautions
٨㔚േᠲⵝ⟎ߪ㧘ቯᦼ⊛㧔ᐕߦᢙ࿁㧕ߦᠲߒߡਅߐޕ㐳ᦼ㑆ߩήᠲ
ߪ㓚ߩ߅ߘࠇ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
Actuate the Motor Operator periodically (a few times a year). No actuation for a long time
could cause malfunction.

ߩઁߩߘعᵈᗧOther Precautions
٨㔚േᠲⵝ⟎ߪ㧘ᮡḰຠߣ⥄േ࠶࠻ઃ㧔ࠝࡊ࡚ࠪࡦ㧕ߣߢ࠻࠶ࡊᤨ
ߩേ߇ਅߩࠃ߁ߦ⇣ߥࠅ߹ߔޕ
The auto reset feature (optional) incorporated into the Motor Operator changes the position
in which the operating handle is when the breaker tripped, as shown in the following table.
࠻࠶ࡊᤨߩേ
Handle position in tripped state
࠻࠶ࡊේ࿃
Cause of trip
ᮡḰຠ
⥄േ࠶࠻ઃ
without Auto-Reset with Auto-Reset
ᚻേ࠻࠶ࡊᠲmanual trip operation
ⅎ OFF 
ⅎ OFF 
SHT / UVT ᒁᄖߒ Trip operation by SHT / UVT
TRIP
ㆊ㔚ᵹᒁᄖߒOvercurrent trip
㧦㔚േᠲⵝ⟎ߪ㧘ㆤᢿེߩ䧊ࠝࡈ㧔࠶࠻㧕ᠲࠍ⥄േ⊛ߦⴕ߹ߔޕ
The Motor Operator provides OFF (reset) operation to the breaker.

٨ᾲേ㧙㔚⏛ᑼࡉࠞߩ႐ว㧘ᾲേㆊ㔚ᵹᒁᄖߒⵝ⟎ߦࠃࠅ࠻࠶ࡊߒߚ
ᓟߔߋߦߪࠝࡦᠲߢ߈߹ߖࠎޕᢙಽ⚻ㆊᓟߦࠝࡦᠲߒߡਅߐޕ
When the thermal-magnetic circuit breaker is tripped by the thermal overcurrent trip device,
wait for several minutes before performing ON operation.


㔚േᠲⵝ⟎ᒻᑼ
Motor operator type
T2MC40B

ㆡ↪ㆤᢿེᒻᑼ
Applicable breaker types
E400, S400, H400, L400, ZAE400, ZAS400, ZE400, ZS400, E630-NE,
S630-CE, S630-GE



ϋܾཋɟᚁ Packaged Items











ࠦࡀࠢ࠲ࡊࠣ




Connector plug




㔚േᠲⵝ⟎㧔ⷺࡦ࠴ઃ㧕
ࠦࡀࠢ࠲ࡃ
Motor operator with the allen key 
Connector lever







A : M525- 2pcs.,B : M545- 2pcs. 
ࠠ㧔ࠝࡊ࡚ࠪࡦ㧕- 2pcs.
ߥߴߨߓPan head screws

Key optional 

࣏ᙲ↗↙↺φ‒ Assembly Tools






ࠧࡓࡂࡦࡑ
 No.2 

Rubber mallet

ӕ˄ↀ Mounting

ࠧࡓࡂࡦࡑߢ
Ꮐᮮ߆ࠄシߊณ
ߡขᄖߒ߹ߔޕ

Tap the left side of
the handle cap with
a rubber mallet to
TRIP
remove the cap.















ࡂࡦ࠼࡞ࠠࡖ࠶࠴

Handle catch


ࡂࡦ࠼࡞ࠠࡖ࠶࠴߇ਅߦࠬࡓ࠭ߦേߊ

ࠍ⏕ߒߡਅߐޕ

ࡂࡦ࠼࡞ࠠࡖ࠶࠴߇േ߆ߥ႐วߪᚻേᠲ

㧔⚦ߪ ࠍෳᾖਅߐ㧕ߢࡂࡦ࠼࡞ࠠࡖ

࠶࠴߇േߊ᭽ߦߥࠆ߹ߢⷺޔࡦ࠴ࠍ࿁
ߒߡਅߐޕ


%JGEM VJCV VJG OQVQT JCPFNG ECVEJ OQXG

HTGGN[HTQOVQRVQDQVVQOCUUJQYP

+HPQVVJGPKPUGTVVJGCNNGPMG[ TGHGT

VQ
 CPF TQVCVG ENQEMYNUG WPVKN VJG
OQVQTJCPFNGECVEJOQXGHTGGN[HTQOVQRVQ

DQVVQO

ܤμɥ↝Ↄදॖ‒ Safety Notices
ᣉᎿ㧘↪㧘ὐᬌߩ೨ߦ㧘ᔅߕᧄᦠߣߘߩઁߩઃዻᦠ㘃ࠍ߅⺒ߺ㗂߈㧘
ᯏེߩ⍮⼂㧘ోߩᖱႎ㧘߮ᵈᗧ㗄ߩోߡߦ⠌ᾫߒߡ߆ࠄ߅ขᛒਅߐޕ
ᧄᦠߢߪ㧘ోᵈᗧ㗄ߩࡦࠢࠍ ޟෂ㒾ޠ㧘 ޟᵈᗧߦޠಽߒߡ߹ߔޕ
ෂ㒾㧦ขᛒࠍ⺋ߞߚ႐วߦ㧘ෂ㒾ߥ⁁ᴫ߇ߎࠅ߃ߡ㧘ᱫ߹ߚߪ㊀்ࠍฃ
ߌࠆน⢻ᕈ߇ᗐቯߐࠇࠆ႐วޕ
ᵈᗧ㧦ขᛒࠍ⺋ߞߚ႐วߦ㧘ෂ㒾ߥ⁁ᴫ߇ߎࠅ߃ߡ㧘ਛ⒟ᐲߩ்ኂ߿シ்
ࠍฃߌࠆน⢻ᕈ߇ᗐቯߐࠇࠆ႐ว߮‛⊛៊ኂߩߺ߇ᗐቯߐࠇࠆ႐วޕ
ߥ߅㧘 ޟᵈᗧ⸥ߦޠタߒߚ㗄ߢ߽㧘⁁ᴫߦࠃߞߡߪ㊀ᄢߥ⚿ᨐߦ⚿߮ߟߊ
น⢻ᕈ߇ࠅ߹ߔ߽ࠇߕޕ㊀ⷐߥౝኈߢߔߩߢ㧘ᔅߕߞߡਅߐޕ
Be sure to read these Instructions and other associated documents accompanying the product
thoroughly to be familiarize yourself with the product handling, safety information, and all other
precautions before mounting, using, servicing, or inspecting the product. In these Instructions,
safety notices are divided into " Warning" and " Caution" according to the hazard level:
Warning : A warning notice with this symbol indicates that neglecting the suggested procedure
or practice could be fatal or result in serious personal injury.
Caution : A caution notice with this symbol indicates that neglecting the suggested procedure or
practice could result in moderate or slight personal injury and/or property damage.
Note that failing to observe caution notices could result in serious injury/damage in some situations.
Because safety notices contain important information, be sure to read and observe them.


үᨖ‒ ‒

Warning

↪عߩᵈᗧOperation Precautions
٨ల㔚┵ሶㇱߦ⸅ࠇߥߢਅߐޕᗵ㔚ߩ߅ߘࠇ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
Never touch live terminals. Doing so may result in electric shock.


දॖ‒ ‒

Caution

عᣉᎿߩᵈᗧInstallation Precautions
٨㔚᳇Ꮏߪ㧘⾗ᩰ⠪㧔㔚᳇Ꮏ჻㧕߇ⴕߞߡਅߐޕ
Electrical work should only be undertaken by suitably qualified persons.
٨ᣉᎿᬺߪ㧘ㆤᢿེߥߤࠍⅎ㧔OFF㧕ߦߒ㧘ల㔚ߒߡߥߎߣࠍ
⏕ߒߡⴕߞߡਅߐ㨫ᗵ㔚ߩ߅ߘࠇ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
Prior to commencing any work on the product, open an upstream circuit breaker or
isolator to ensure that no voltage is applied to the product. Otherwise, electrical shock
may result.
٨ࡂࡦ࠼࡞ࠠࡖ࠶࠴ߦߪ⋥ធᚻࠍ⸅ࠇߥߢਅߐࠅ߇ࠇߘ߅ߩ߇ߌޕ
߹ߔޕ
Do not touch the motor handle catch. Doing so may cause personal injury.




ᣉᎿߦᔅⷐߥฦㇱߩ⚦ኸᴺߪࠞ࠲ࡠࠣࠍෳᾖߒߡਅߐޕ
For detailed mounting dimensions, refer to the catalogue.
ขઃߌߩ㓙ߪࡂࡦ࠼࡞ࠠࡖ࠶࠴ߩ⟎ࠍᔅߕㆤᢿེߩࡂࡦ࠼࡞ߩ⟎ߦว
ࠊߖޔㆤᢿེߩࡂࡦ࠼࡞ࠍࡂࡦ࠼࡞ࠠࡖ࠶࠴ߩਛߦᏅㄟࠎߢਅߐޕ
 Align the positions of the motor handle catch with the breaker handle and fit the motor as
shown.
ขઃߌᓟޔᔅߕᚻേᠲߢ࠶࠻ᠲޔ㨨㧔10㧕ᠲࠍⴕ㧔⚦ߪ ࠍ
ෳᾖਅߐ㧕ޔㆤᢿེ߇ᱜᏱߦേߔࠆߎߣࠍ⏕ߒߡ߆ࠄ↪ߏޔਅߐޕ
After mounting, perform RESET operation and then ON operation (refer to
) and verify
the function of the breaker.
ขᄖߒߪ㧘㔚േᠲⵝ⟎߇࠻࠶ࡊDISCHARGED ⁁ᘒ
 ᭂߩ႐วfor 4 pole
ߢࠆߎߣࠍ⏕ߒߡ߆ࠄⴕߞߡਅߐޕขᄖߒߪ㧘࿑
ߣㅒߩⷐ㗔ߢ㧘   ߩ㗅ߦⴕ߹ߔޕ
To remove the Motor Operator, make sure it is in a tripped and
,
and
in this order.
discharged state and then follow steps
㧖ᵈ㧦ᯏ᪾⊛ࠗࡦ࠲ࡠ࠶ࠢⵝ⟎ઃߩ႐วߪޔ㔚േᠲⵝ⟎
߇ⅎ㧔OFF㧕CHARGED ⁁ᘒߢขᄖߒߡਅߐޕ
㧖NOTE㧦 In the case of pair of mechanically interlockd breakers.
Caution should be taken when
removing the motor in the ⅎ(OFF) /
A
charged condition.



















A No.2

B

දॖ‒ ‒

A M525 mm
3.6-4.4N㨯m
B M545 mm
3.6-4.4N㨯m

Caution

عᣉᎿߩᵈᗧInstallation Precautions
٨┵ሶ=E?ߪᔅߕࠕࠬߒߡਅߐޕᗵ㔚ߩ߅ߘࠇ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
Be sure to connect terminal E to ground. Otherwise, electric shock may result.
٨㔚േᠲⵝ⟎ߪಽ⸃ߒߥߢਅߐޕߔ߹ࠅ߇ࠇߘ߅ߩ߇ߌޕ
Do not dismantle the Motoe Operator to pieces. Doing so may cause personal injury.
↪عߩᵈᗧOperation Precautions
٨ㆤᢿེ߇⥄േ⊛ߦ࠻࠶ࡊ㧔ㆤᢿ㧕ߒߚ႐วߪ㧘ේ࿃ࠍขࠅ㒰ߡ߆ࠄ
⊟㧔ON㧕ᠲߒߡਅߐޕᄢ㔚ᵹ㧔⍴⛊㔚ᵹ㧕ࠍㆤᢿߒߚ႐วߪ㧘ㆤᢿ
ེࠍὐᬌߒߡਅߐޕήὐᬌߢߩ⛮⛯↪ߪ㧘Ἣἴߩ߅ߘࠇ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
When the breaker trips open automatically, remove the cause, beforeŃ(ON) operation.
Should a fault be interrupted, the breaker must be inspected. Otherwise, a fire may result.
٨㔚േᠲߣᚻേᠲࠍหᤨߦⴕࠊߥߢਅߐ⺋ޕേ߮㓚ߩ߅ߘ
ࠇ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
Do not try to perform motorized and manual operation simultaneously. Doing so may
result in malfunction or failure of the product.
ᚻേᠲߩᵈᗧManual Operation Precautions
٨ᠲㇱߦㆊᄢߥ⩄㊀ࠍട߃ߥߢਅߐޕߔ߹ࠅ߇ࠇߘ߅ߩ்៊ޕ
Do not apply excessive force to the operating part. Otherwise, damage may occur.
㔚േᠲߩᵈᗧMotorized Operation Precautions
٨ᠲߪᔅߕ㧘ᠲน⢻▸࿐ౝߩ㔚ࠍଏ⛎ߒߡਅߐޕ
ᠲน⢻▸࿐㧦ቯᩰ㔚ߩ 85%㨪110%
ㆊ㔚߮ਇ⿷㔚ߪ៊ߩ߅ߘࠇ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
Permissible ranges of operating voltage are as follow: 
85 to 110% of the rated voltage
Undervoltage or overvoltage may cause burnout.
٨ࡕ࠲ߪ⍴ᤨ㑆ቯᩰຠߢߔޕㅪ⛯㐿㐽࿁ᢙߪᦨᄙ 10 ࿁ߢߔޕ10 ࿁ࠍ
߃ࠆㅪ⛯㐿㐽ߪ៊ߩ߅ߘࠇ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
The motor is rated for short-time duty. Repeated open/close operation should not exceed
10 open / close cycles. Otherwise, burnout could result.
٨㔚േᠲ߇ 3 ⑽એౝߦቢੌߒߥ႐วߪ㧘㔚Ḯࠍಾߞߡਅߐޕ៊ߩ
߅ߘࠇ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
Turn off the power immediately if motorized operation does not complete within 3
seconds. Otherwise, burn could result.








ኽዴ ‣‒Wiring1

89mm


TRIP or ⅎ‚⁁‸‸‛

ࡂࡦ࠼࡞ࠠࡖ࠶࠴
Handle catch









































0.82mm2㧔AWG1814㧕

٨ᠲࠬࠗ࠶࠴ቯᩰߩ୯ߪޔ7E ߩ୯ߦ㑐ࠊࠄߕ
ㅢߢߔޕ
The value of the control switch rating is valid
for the fall voltage range of the motor control
voltage Uc.

T2MC40B

㧖ᵈ㧦ޟ10ޟޔޠ1((ޟޔޠ%┵ߩޠሶߦߪ㔚ࠍଏ⛎ߒߥߢਅߐޕ
៊ߩ߅ߘࠇ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
㧖NOTE㧦 Do not apply any voltage to terminals "ON", "OFF", "C".
Otherwise, barn could result.

ኽዴ ․‒Wiring 2














␜ߐࠇߚ㔚ߩ㔚Ḯ Uc ࠍធ⛯ߒߡਅߐޕ㔚ߪએਅߩ᭽߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
Supply voltage specification (Uc) is shown on the nameplate. Supply voltage type is as
follows depending on the ordered motor.

٨100240V AC
٨100120V DC
٨2448V DC
㧗㧘㧙ߩ⸥ภߪ㧘⋥ᵹ㔚Ḯ᭽ߩ႐วߩᭂᕈࠍ␜ߒ߹ߔޕ
Polarity symbols "+" and "–" apply to DC power supply.
㔚✢ߪ㧘᭴ㅧ‛ߦ⚿᧤ߔࠆߥߤߩᣇᴺߢࠦࡀࠢ࠲ࡊࠣߦ⩄㊀߇ដ߆ࠄߥ
ࠃ߁ᣉᎿߒߡਅߐޕ
Electric wires must be routed and tied in such a way that connectors are not strained.
⥄േ࠶࠻㧔ࠝࡊ࡚ࠪࡦ㧕ઃ㔚േᠲⵝ⟎ߪ㧘㔚Ḯ Uc ࠍਈ߃ࠆߣ⥄േ⊛
ߦㆤᢿེߩ࠶࠻ᠲࠍ㐿ᆎߒ߹ߔޕ
The auto reset feature (optional) allows the breaker to be reset automatically when the power
Uc is applied to the Motor Operator and the breakers in tripped by means.
㔚േᠲᤨ㧘ㄭߊߢ↪ߐࠇࠆᯏེߦ㓚ኂࠍਈ߃ࠆߎߣ߇ࠅ߹ߔ߇㧘ߎߩ
႐ว㧘ജߦࡁࠗ࠭ࡈࠖ࡞࠲╬ࠍขઃߌߡਅߐޕ
The Motor Operator when actuated can cause interference to adjoining devices. To prevent
such an interference, use a noise filter at the input side.
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⇐⇻∓⇩⇕દ˺‒ Off Lock Operation

 ␜⏕Check indicator



䧊 OFF ✛Green 






Ǿ5.5-8

Max 3


ධ੩㍤ߪߏ↪ᗧਅߐޕ
The padlock is not supplied.
⸃㒰ߪࡠ࠶ࠢᠲߩㅒᚻ㗅ߢⴕ߹ߔޕ
When unlocking, proceed in reverse order of locking.

 ␜⏕Check indicator



䧊 OFF ✛Green









⸃㒰ߪࡠ࠶ࠢᠲߩㅒᚻ㗅ߢⴕ߹ߔޕ
When unlocking, proceed in reverse order of locking.
ࡠ࠶ࠢ⸃㒰ᤨ㧘ࠠߪᛮߌ߹ߖࠎޕ
The key cannot be removed when the off lock is released.
㔚᳇⊛ࠗࡦ࠲ࡠ࠶ࠢࠤࡉ࡞ࠍធ⛯ߒߡࠆ႐ว㧘৻ᣇߩ㔚േᠲⵝ⟎ࠍࠝࡈࡠ࠶ࠢߔ
ࠆߣઁᣇߩ㔚േᠲⵝ⟎ߪ㔚േᠲ߇᧪ߥߊߥࠅ߹ߔߥߡߒࠢ࠶ࡠࡈࠝޕߩ㔚േ
ᠲⵝ⟎ࠍᠲߔࠆ႐วߪᚻേᠲࠍⴕߞߡߊߛߐޕ㧔⚦ߪ ࠍෳᾖਅߐޕ㧕
When motor operators are connected by electrical interlock cable, motorized operation is
disabled if one motor operator is locked. When to operate unlocked motor operator, operate
in manual operation (refer to
 

ᩓѣદ˺‒ Motorized Operation











㔚ḮࡦࡊPower indicator

̌̍ߩ႐ว㧘㔚ḮࡦࡊߪὐἮߖߕ㧘㔚േᠲߪⴕ߃߹ߖࠎޕ
X: The power lamp remains off and motorized operation is disabled.

Ń‚ON‛દ˺‒ ‒ Ń‚ON䎌 Operation
ⅎ‚OFF‛„∐⇡⇩⇮દ˺‒ ‒ ⅎ‚OFF‛„‒RESET Operation












ὐἮ

ᠲᤨ㑆Operating time
Ń‚ON‛
҇0.1s
ⅎ‚OFF‛
҇1.5s
∐⇡⇩⇮‒ RESET


⥄േ࠶࠻ઃߩ႐ว㧘ㆤᢿེ߇ⅎ OFF ⁁ᘒߩᤨߦ࠻࠶ࡊᠲࠍㅪ⛯ߒ
 ߡⴕࠊߥߢਅߐޕRESET ᠲ߇➅ࠅߐࠇߡ㧘㓚ߩ߅ߘࠇ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
In the case of Automatic reset , do not attempt to trip the breaker from the ⅎ OFF state.
Repeating the trip from the ⅎ OFF UECVGECPECWUGOCNHWPEVKQP



ᩓൢႎ⇊∙⇥∞∓⇩⇕ဇ⇗∞⇼∑↝ӕ˄≋⇐⇽⇝∍∙≌‒
Mounting procedure of Electrical interlock cable (Option)

ᯏ᪾⊛ࠗࡦ࠲ࡠ࠶ࠢⵝ⟎ࠍ૬↪ߔࠆ႐วߪᔅߕ㔚᳇⊛ࠗࡦ࠲ࡠ࠶ࠢࠍ૬
↪ߒߡਅߐޕ
For mechanically interlocked breakers, use electrical interlock cable as well.

1 ฝ߮Ꮐߩㆤᢿེࠍⅎ OFF ߦߒ߹ߔޕ
ڈ
1 Turn OFF the right-side and left-side of breaker.
ڈ

ೞႎ⇊∙⇥∞∓⇩⇕ᘺፗ‒
Mechanical interlock device
ⅎ‚⁁‸‸‛
T2ML40B㧔ࡦࠢᑼ㧕
ⅎ‚⁁‸‸‛
(Link type)
T2MW40㧔ࡢࠗࡗᑼ㧕
(Wire type)




̪࿑ߪࡦࠢᑼࠗࡦ࠲ࡠ࠶ࠢⵝ⟎ઃࠍ␜ߒ߹ߔޕ
Figure shows the link type mechanical interlock device.
2 㔚േᠲⵝ⟎߆ࠄࠪ࡞ࠍߒ߹ߔڈ ޕ
3 ࠳ࡒࠦࡀࠢ࠲ߩ✢ࠍᒁߒ߹ߔޕ
ڈ
2 Tear off the seal from the Motor operator.
3 Pull on the cable of the dummy connector.
ڈ
ڈ


㔚✢

Wire








ࠪ࡞

Seal

ѣદ˺‒ Manual Operation



ⅎ‚OFF‛„∐⇡⇩⇮દ˺‒ ‒ ⅎ‚OFF‛„‒RESET Operation










̌̍ߩ႐ว㧘ᚻേᠲߪⴕ߃߹ߖࠎޕ
X: Manual operation is disabled.

⇮∐⇩⇽દ˺‒ ‒ TRIP Operation


 ␜⏕Check indicator
 
 
Ń ON ⿒Red 

 
␜⏕Check indicator
 


㔚ḮࡦࡊὐἮᤨ
When power lamp is on:
 
 
ⅎ OFF ✛Green 

 
㔚ḮࡦࡊᶖἮᤨ

When power lamp is off:

TRIP
 


TRIP ⊕White

ㆤᢿེ߇ⅎ㧔OFF㧕⁁ᘒߩᤨ㧘࠻࠶ࡊᠲߪⴕࠊߥߢਅߐ࠻ߡߞ⺋ޕ
࠶ࡊᠲࠍⴕߞߚ㓙ߪ㧘߹ߕŃ㧔ON㧕ᠲࠍⴕ㧔ㆤᢿེߪŃ㧔ON㧕ߒ߹
ߖࠎ 㧘ᰴߦⅎ㧔OFF㧕ᠲࠍⴕߞߡ࠶࠻ߒߡਅߐޕ
Do not attempt to trip the breaker when it is in an OFF state. If improper TRIP operation was
attempted, perform ON operation (the breaker will not turn on) and then OFF operation to
reset the breaker.

4 ࡑࠗ࠽ࠬ࠼ࠗࡃߢ࠳ࡒࠦࡀࠢ࠲ߩῪࠍߒߡដࠅࠍᄖߒࡀࠦࡒ࠳ޔ
ڈ
ࠢ࠲ࠍᛮ߈ขࠅ߹ߔޕ
4 Release the latch of the dummy connector and pull it out connector.
ڈ













5 ࠍෳᾖਅߐޕ
5 㔚േᠲⵝ⟎ࠍขઃߌ߹ߔغߪ⚦ޕ
ڈ
5 .
5 Mounting the Motor operator. For detailed, refer to غ
ڈ
6 㔚േᠲⵝ⟎ߦ㔚᳇⊛ࠗࡦ࠲ࡠ࠶ࠢ↪ࠤࡉ࡞ࠍធ⛯ߒ߹ߔޕ
ڈ
6 Connect the erectrical interlock cable to Motor Operators.
ڈ




%.+%-









㔚᳇⊛ࠗࡦ࠲ࡠ࠶ࠢ↪ࠤࡉ࡞ Electrical interlock cable

T2MM40L06
T2MM40L21
T2MM40S06
T2MM40S21


 ␜⏕Check indicator
ಾᦧࡃ

Select lever







ᚻേManual shutter opener

 ␜⏕

Check indicator



ⅎ‚OFF‛„‒RESET



⚂ 2.5 ࿁ォ

ⅎ
OFF
✛Green

ᱛ߹ࠆ߹ߢ࿁ߒߡਅߐ

㔚േMotorized
Approx. 2.5 turns

Turn the allen key until
ⷺࡦ࠴߇ขᄖߒߦߊߣ߈ߪ㧘
it stops
ࡑࠗ࠽ࠬ࠼ࠗࡃߢߎߓߞߡขᄖߒߡਅߐޕ
If the allen key is hard to remove, pry it with a flatblade screwdriver.

Ń‚ON‛દ˺‒ ‒ Ń‚ON‛ Operation

 ␜⏕Check indicator
 ಾᦧࡃ
 Select lever



 ᚻേManual
 ␜⏕
⚂ 180q
 
Check indicator
Approx.180q



Ń‚ON‛


䤌 ON ⿒Red
 
㔚േMotorized


㔚ḮࡦࡊᶖἮ⁁ᘒߢ Ń㧔ON㧕ᠲࠍⴕߞߚ႐ว㧘 㨪 ߩᠲࠍⴕ
ࠊߥߣ㧘ㆤᢿེ߇࠻࠶ࡊߒߚ㓙㧘㔚േᠲⵝ⟎ߪ࠻࠶ࡊ␜ࠍⴕ
߹ߖࠎޕ
Neglecting steps
–
after performing ON operation with the power lamp being off will
prevent the Motor Operator from providing a "Tripped" indication when the breaker trips open.
㔚ḮࡦࡊὐἮ⁁ᘒߢ Ń㧔ON㧕ᠲࠍⴕߞߚ႐ว㧘 㨪 ߩᠲߪਇ
ⷐߢߔ㧔㔚േᠲⵝ⟎߇⥄േ⊛ߦⴕ߹ߔ㧕ޕ
–
are
When ON operation is performed while the power lamp is ON, steps
automatically performed by the Motor Operator.

7 㧞บߩㆤᢿེ㑆ߦ㓒ო߇ࠆ႐ว㧘㒐Ⴒࡉ࠶ࠪࡘࠍ㓒ოߦขઃߌ߹ߔޕ
㧔㒐
ڈ
Ⴒࡉ࠶ࠪࡘߩขઃⓣᓘߪǾ28mm㧘㓒ოߩขઃ⸵ኈෘߪ 1҇t҇3.2 mm ߢߔޕ㧕
7 If there is a partition between the two breakers, install Dust-proof bushingin the partition.
ڈ
(Dust-proof bushingrequires a mounting hole of 28 mm in diameter bored in the 1 mm to 3.2
㓒ო
㔚᳇⊛ࠗࡦ࠲ࡠ࠶ࠢࠤࡉ࡞
mm thick partition).
Partition
Electrical interlock cable



㒐Ⴒࡉ࠶ࠪࡘ
8 ᧤✢ࡃࡦ࠼࿕ቯౕࠍ⾍ઃߌ߹ߔ
ڈ
Dust-proof bushing
8 Stick the Cable tie mounts on the cover.
ڈ
9 ᧤✢ࡃࡦ࠼࿕ቯౕߩⓣߦ᧤✢ࡃࡦ࠼ࠍㅢߒ㧘ࠤࡉ࡞ࠍ࿕ቯߒ߹ߔޕ
ڈ
9 Fit a cable tie through hole of the Cable tie mounts and fix the cable by securing the cable tie.
ڈ









᧤✢ࡃࡦ࠼

Cable tie





᧤✢ࡃࡦ࠼࿕ቯౕ
Cable tie mounts

ီࠝྵᝋႆဃ↝ᩓเ∏∙⇽↝ໜ๒↚↓ⅳ↕
 About power indicator flashing when the following occur
7 ෳᾖ㧕߇ὐṌߒ߹ߔޕ
એਅߩ⇣Ᏹ⽎߇⊒↢ߒߚ႐วߦ㔚Ḯࡦࡊ㧔غ
1.㔚᳇⊛ࠗࡦ࠲ࡠ࠶ࠢࠤࡉ࡞ߩዉㅢਇ⦟
㔚᳇⊛ࠗࡦ࠲ࡠ࠶ࠢࠤࡉ࡞ߩᢿ✢㧘ធ⛯ਇ⦟㧘╬ޕ
2.㔚േᠲਇ⦟
㔚േᠲⵝ⟎ߩขઃਇ⦟㧘㔚േᠲᯏ᭴㓚㧘╬ޕ
ߎߩ႐วߪ㧘ߞߚࠎ㔚Ḯࠍಾߞߚᓟ㧘ේ࿃ࠍขࠅ㒰ߡ߆ࠄౣᐲ㔚േᠲ
ߒߡਅߐޕ
7 ) f lashes when the following troubles occurred.
Power indicator(refer to غ
1.Failure continuity of electrical interlock cable
Breaking of wire, Failure of connection of electrical interlock cable, etc.
2.Failure of motorized operation
Failure of mounting, Failure of motorized operation mechanism, etc.
In this case,remove the cause after control power is off, then perform motorized operation again.

